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						I would like to
Book an Appointment
Straighten my Teeth
Replace Missing Teeth
Fix my Worn Teeth
Fix Gaps Between my Teeth
Replace my Dentures
Fix my Chipped Teeth
Fix my Broken Teeth
Have Whiter Teeth
Fix my Crooked Teeth
Have a Perfect Smile 
Replace my Crowns
Replace my Veneers
Replace my Silver Fillings
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                    What do they say about Larkham House?
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                                    “Went here with a dental emergency. Took less than 5 minutes, no teeth needed to be pulled! Got anti biotics. Great staff. Abscess drained. They were brilliant”


                                                                                
                                            Holly

                                    
                                    
                                


                            


                
                        	

                                

                                    “Thank you so much Vivek for all your kindness and time. This will completely change my life and I cant thank you enough. I will forever be grateful for all your hard work and...”


                                                                                
                                            Heather. 

                                    
                                    
                                


                            


                
                        	

                                

                                    “Dr Giddani & Rachel, Thank you both for being so kind when I had my tooth out as a nervous patient. Thank You!”


                                                                                
                                            Karen

                                    
                                    
                                


                            


                
                        	

                                

                                    “First class !!! Always helpful especially in an emergency situation, as a person who had experienced bad dentistry as a child it's great to feel safe and happy every time I visit Larkham House."”


                                                                                
                                            Damon

                                    
                                    
                                


                            


                
                        	

                                

                                    “I was referred by NHS emergency centre yesterday, was seen x-rayed and treated straight away. dentist (Matt) was very calming, gentle and informative- truly professional service' thankyou very much.🙂”


                                                                                
                                            Nicola. R

                                    
                                    
                                


                            


                
                        	

                                

                                    “Came in yesterday and had tooth extraction. The female dentist who did it was great. Would highly recommend this surgery. She was very friendly and professional.”


                                                                                
                                            Simon. L

                                    
                                    
                                


                            


                
                        	

                                

                                    “Warm welcome, friendly professional team, I am nervous of the dentist but was made to feel at ease immediately. Thank you”


                                                                                
                                            Diana B
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                                                                                        [image: Laura Johnson]        
                            Laura Johnson            19:36 24 Oct 22
                                            Very friendly staff! I suffer with anxiety and every time I have an appointment the dentist is very patient and goes through everything to make sure I am OK and not too nervous. The dentist nurses, particularly Rachel is amazing! Especially with my children when they come in makes me feel at ease!            
        
    
                                    [image: Teresa Floyd]        
                            Teresa Floyd            08:16 21 Aug 22
                                            Had a referral from Seven Trees as I had severe dental painI am a very nervous patient however the service I received was outstanding from the minute I arrived to the minute I left and no more tooth painThank you so much            
        
    
                                    [image: Christine Boyle]        
                            Christine Boyle            20:10 07 Apr 22
                                            Had an appointment with Clohe yesterday and I can't praise her enough. So thorough and nothing was too much trouble for her. She was very caring and cosiderat e  I felt relaxed and nothing was too much of a problem for her too deal with. My appointment was not rushed .            
        
    
                                    [image: Adam Davie]        
                            Adam Davie            19:59 10 Oct 21
                                            From the offset call confirming my appointment this dental practice experience was five star compared to dentist based Midlands . Front desk staff / nurses excellent giving me the reassurance that I was booked in with a great dentist as I personally have a  fear of the dentist being in my late 30s . After my review etc with the dentist it was forgone conclusion that a full on extraction was required the dentist himself was unbelievable reassuring excellent service total professionalism which I haven’t come across recently, great team whom care about the patient journey  I most certainly didn’t just feel like a number under their care . Thank you to all staff at Larkham House Dental Practice.            
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                            Anthony Grave            20:07 12 May 21
                                            Very good            
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                            brian rogers            16:08 18 Mar 21
                                            On the 18/3/21 I had 2 extractions From the outset the staff were very friendly helpful and very professional the Dentist was brilliant I never felt hardly any of the extractions I will definitely use a again excellent service thank you...            
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